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interventions, coverage and cost limitations, and disease management, the literature shows mixed results for these modalities in improving patient outcomes and controlling cost. Our objective is to evaluate the potential of data mining methods to identify novel risk factors for chronic disease and stratification of enrollee utilization, which can be used to develop new methods for targeting disease management services to maximize benefits to both enrollees and payers.
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Methods: For our evaluation, we used DecisionQ machine learning algorithms to build Bayesian network models of a representative sample of data licensed from Thomson-Reuters’ MarketScan consisting of 185,322 enrollees with three full-year claim records. Data sets were prepared, and a stepwise learning process was used to train a series of Bayesian belief networks (BBNs). The BBNs were validated using a 10 percent holdout set.

Results: The networks were highly predictive, with the risk-stratification BBNs producing area under the curve (AUC) for SUD positive of 0.948 (95 percent confidence interval, 0.944–0.951) and 0.736 (95 percent CI, 0.721–0.752), respectively, and SUD negative of 0.951 (95 percent CI, 0.947–0.954) and 0.738 (95 percent CI, 0.727–0.750), respectively. The cost estimation models produced area under the curve ranging from 0.72 (95 percent CI, 0.708–0.731) to 0.961 (95 percent CI, 0.95–0.971).

Conclusion: We were able to successfully model a large, heterogeneous population of commercial enrollees, applying state-of-the-art machine learning technology to develop complex and accurate multivariate models that support near-real-time scoring of novel payer populations based on historic claims and diagnostic data. Initial validation results indicate that we can stratify enrollees with SUD diagnoses into different cost categories with a high degree of sensitivity and specificity, and the most challenging issue becomes one of policy. Due to the social stigma associated with the disease and ethical issues pertaining to access to care and individual versus societal benefit, a thoughtful dialogue needs to occur about the appropriate way to implement these technologies.

**Background**

In 2007, an estimated 19.9 million persons aged 12 or older were current illicit drug users, and 17.0 million people were heavy drinkers. Results from one recent study indicate that the risk for cocaine dependence is 5–6 percent among all those who have used the drug. While it is generally acknowledged that substance use disorder (SUD) has high healthcare costs, comorbidities, and economic costs to the nation, the development of systematic approaches to disease management in this population has been handicapped by what is still a limited knowledge of disease mechanics compared to diseases such as cancer and heart disease, for which we tend to have a more advanced understanding of disease physiology and genetics supporting evidence-based population
intervention and treatment models. While we are making tremendous strides in understanding the genetics and physiology of SUD, there is still a need to enhance our tool set for intervention and management. Further, SUD contributes not only to behavioral health costs but also to overall medical costs, as shown in a large retrospective cohort study by Clark et al. that identified significant medical cost increases in a study cohort of 148,457 Medicaid beneficiaries.³

This paper explores the use of machine learning and Bayesian classification models to develop broadly applicable models for the identification of disease risk factors and stratification models to guide the placement of health plan enrollees with SUD into appropriate disease management programs. While the high costs and morbidities associated with SUD are understood by payers, who manage it through utilization review, acute interventions, coverage and cost limitations, and disease management, the literature shows mixed results for these modalities in improving patient outcomes and controlling cost. A selection bias has been documented in disease management whereby members who are already sick are more motivated to take advantage of disease management.⁴ This selection bias may contribute to reduced success rates since enrollment and management often occur in response to an acute episode rather than prophylactically to prevent acute episodes. As the literature shows, in appropriately targeted populations, disease management can prove very successful.⁵ However, the literature is also severely critical of the current state of the art in developing personalized, stratified models of care in behavioral health, as evidenced by the disappointing results in the Matching Alcoholism Treatments to Client Heterogeneity (Project MATCH) study, and there is vigorous debate in the literature over the benefit of these types of models.⁶–⁸ Our objective is to evaluate the potential of data mining methods to address some of the shortcomings of current practice.

Our method has the ability to address many of these limitations by supporting more complex rule sets that can effectively account for the inherent complexity of comorbid interactions. Further, we focused on developing our tools from a claims database since this represents a common substrate available to both payers and providers, as the literature often laments the lack of access to good data sets for evaluation.⁹ By focusing on the most widely available data, we are seeking to develop a set of methods and tools that have the potential to improve patient risk stratification and enrollment in disease management programs to address current shortcomings in practice by developing an individualized model of risk stratification using broad populations and readily available data.¹⁰ While there is extensive literature on the comorbidities and impact that SUD has on other acute and chronic conditions, these multiple, complex relationships are often studied in a bivariate context. Assembling these into a robust, useful rule set is nontrivial. Some work has been done using regression modeling and clustering; however, these methods suffer from limitations with respect to their ability to codify complex nonlinear relationships, ingest and model large sample sizes, and
provide transparent outputs to users.\textsuperscript{11–13} We have selected machine-learned Bayesian belief network (BBN) probabilistic classifiers because they address several of these key issues. BBNs allow for the representation of complex, nonlinear systems in a transparent format that is tractable, or easily comprehensible, to the user.\textsuperscript{14, 15} BBNs are effective at representing complex biological systems in a robust manner.\textsuperscript{16, 17} The use of Bayesian networks has historically been limited by a high level of inherent computational complexity. However, the advent of increased computational power and the development of machine-learning algorithms allow us to overcome these challenges and develop novel BBNs directly from large, heterogeneous training cohorts.\textsuperscript{18, 19} The use of BBNs and machine learning is well established in research and clinical practice in areas such as risk prognosis, diagnosis, and expected outcomes in heart disease, cancer, and trauma.\textsuperscript{20–23} We were unable to identify existing literature exploring the application of this method to risk stratification of SUD enrollees using claims data; thus, we believe this is a novel assessment of the potential value of this technology.

\section*{Methods}

For our evaluation, we used DecisionQ machine-learning algorithms to build Bayesian network models of a representative sample of data licensed from Thomson-Reuters’ MarketScan. The sample contained detailed insurance claim information on 400,000 randomly selected MarketScan enrollees for the years 2004, 2005, and 2006. The data records (which are deidentified) have information on demographics, inpatient admissions (including detailed procedure codes, diagnosis codes and charges), outpatient services, and pharmacy claims. We restricted the sample to the 185,322 individuals who remained enrolled all three years. We used the resulting models to identify key relationships and identify combinations of factors to calculate both the individual risk probability of SUD as well as an individual estimate of total annual future claims given demographic factors and comorbid conditions. Future claims estimates can also be derived by making assumptions about treatment and the impact that treatment may have on utilization.

\subsection*{Definition of SUD and Training Data Set}

Thomson Reuters provided a set of 42 tables of information on a randomly selected sample of 400,000 enrollees, aged 18 to 65, from their MarketScan database. The data, which cover the years 2004, 2005, and 2006, include details on each inpatient, outpatient, and pharmacy claim together with demographic information by enrollee. The database is deidentified, but each record has a unique identification field suitable for matching information by enrollee across the various tables. We began with 29.7 million data records describing three years of clinical history of 400,000
enrollees. Therefore, the process of arranging selected elements by enrollee ("flattening" the data) for modeling was nontrivial. To accomplish it we used SAS routines to merge tables within category, but across years. We then sorted each table by encounter date and used a series of Java applications (operating across a JDBC-ODBC bridge) to extract and aggregate required database fields by unique enrollee. The Java routines produced comma-delimited text files, which were incorporated into a Microsoft Access database.

Upon analysis, we observed that 185,322 of the 400,000 MarketScan population were present in all three years of data. We used that subgroup as our study population. This provided us with a well-defined, representative cohort of adult enrollees. A randomly selected training set of 166,999 (roughly 90 percent) was used for model building. The remaining 10 percent or 18,623 individuals became the holdout set, which we used subsequently to validate the models. We identified a set of International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) codes directly associated with the diagnosis of SUD. We defined a database enrollee as having SUD if any of the diagnosis codes in our set appeared in a claim record, either as the primary diagnosis or a nonprimary diagnosis. All enrollees in the three-year cohort that met these criteria were coded as such in our final database. (See Appendix A.)

**BBN Model Development**

We used our prepared data set to train a series of BBNs to estimate individual risk of SUD as well as expected future healthcare utilization. BBNs have increased in popularity as a method to classify and interpret complex clinical and pathologic information because they more accurately reflect the nonlinear and multifactorial nature of biology. A Bayesian network encodes the joint probability distribution of all the variables in a domain by building a network of conditional probabilities. It uses conditional independence assumptions to make the representation tractable. The networks are directed graphs that incorporate parent-child relationships between nodes. Essentially, they provide a hierarchy of how the knowledge of a priori evidence influences the downstream likelihood of an event (e.g., "I know that enrollee X has hypertension; therefore, the probability of kidney disease relative to the overall population is y"). The model offers a transparent, graphical representation of these probabilities that a user can interpret, unlike a neural network, which uses complex calculations that cannot be represented to the user and is thus opaque.

We used machine learning to calculate prior probabilities and identify the structure of our BBN. Prior probabilities are derived from the data to be modeled by calculating distributions of discrete states for categorical variables or using binning to convert continuous variables into categorical variables. A heuristic search method is used to generate hypothetical models with different conditional independence assumptions in order to identify the best model structure. The heuristic search method used in this study benefits from two proprietary advances, one a more efficient caching and query system that allows us to consider an order of magnitude more data, and the other a very...
efficient search architecture that provides additional flexibility in searching for the optimal model structure. These improvements have been shown to perform 1 to 5 percent better than a standard heuristic algorithm in terms of model quality score.\textsuperscript{25}

The modeling team applied the heuristic search algorithms in a stepwise modeling process to optimize the robustness and utility of each BBN. The objective of this process was to produce the most robust classifier with respect to identification of SUD or stratification into expected utilization categories through better attribute selection and continuous testing.

This process can be summarized as follows:

1. preliminary modeling identifies appropriate machine learning parameters, data quality issues, and confounding attributes that reduce model accuracy;
2. global modeling sets appropriate machine-learning parameters, prunes attributes, and allows investigators to observe the global data structure;
3. naïve modeling operates with an assumption that features driving a specific dependent outcome of interest are mutually independent, therefore providing insight into the direct contribution of individual features; and
4. focused modeling runs on subsets of variables identified in the prior steps to derive a more focused BBN than that obtained in global modeling.

Continuous testing is used to score networks to identify the best network and structure, with the objective of balancing between reducing the risk of overfitting while exploring features exhaustively.

Given the high dimensionality of the data being used and the problem under consideration, the team recognized that to maximize predictive power, a series of different classifiers should be trained and independently evaluated using the test set, and then the best classifiers for risk stratification and cost estimation should be selected and used to derive insights and rules for disease management enrollment. As a result, we produced two sets of models: risk stratification models for the identification of SUD enrollees in the broad population, and cost/treatment models for the estimation of utilization, cost, and therapy response within different enrollee subsets.

The network was validated using a holdout data set of 18,623 enrollees for interset validation. The validation set was further broken into 10 different subsets to provide an estimate of both classifier accuracy and variance of classifier accuracy. The test set predictions were then used to calculate receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves (sensitivity vs. specificity) for each model. The ROC curve was calculated by comparing the predicted value for each variable to the known value in the test set on a case-specific basis and then used to calculate area under the curve (AUC), a metric of overall model quality.
Results

From our MarketScan population we calculated some basic statistics to describe our study population. Of total enrollees in 2004, 23.9 percent dropped out in 2005, and 53.7 percent had dropped out by 2006. Of enrollees who had any SUD diagnosis in 2004, 21.3 percent dropped out in 2005, and 52.5 percent had dropped out by 2006. These numbers are essentially comparable. Looking at the members of our population who remained enrolled for the entire study period, 4.04 percent had a diagnosis of SUD (either primary or nonprimary, inpatient or outpatient) during the study period, and in each of 2004, 2005, and 2006 the rate of SUD diagnosis ranged from 1.5 to 1.7 percent.

Having identified our SUD enrollees, we applied machine learning to build a Bayesian classifier to describe the associations in our commercial enrollee population. Many clinical and demographic factors are involved in risk stratifying enrollees with SUD. Estimating related utilization involves multiple diseases and multiple diagnoses with multiple mechanisms. BBNs allow us to represent these complex relationships in an efficient and user-friendly manner. Each classifier we trained has a unique hierarchy of information, or structure. These structures help us to identify how different variables influence the expected likelihood of an outcome, such as SUD diagnosis or expected cost range. The structure of the BBN is meaningful in itself in that it provides a hierarchy of conditional dependence, or the likelihood of a given outcome given known information. It is important to note that this is not causality, but rather conditional dependence, which can be thought of as co-occurrence.

Figure 1, one of our risk stratification models, uses a full BBN. In this model, we have flattened each enrollee data record to look at the presence or frequency of individual values of Major Diagnostic Category (MDC), a classification used in the Thompson Medstat database to group diagnosis into major categories (e.g., SUD or cardiovascular disease).

In this figure we can interpret the structure relative to our outcomes of interest, which are highlighted in blue: mdc20CountOut (the count of outpatient SUD diagnoses in a given claims year), mdc20CountInp (the count of inpatient SUD diagnoses in a given claims year), and anyCDAnyYear (whether the enrollee had any diagnoses of SUD during the study period). These outcomes have conditional dependence (represented by lines in the figure) with the following first-order predictors (highlighted in red): industry_inp1 (enrollee industry), mdc19CountInp and mdc19CountOut (counts of inpatient and outpatient behavioral health disorder diagnoses), and mdc4CountOut (count of outpatient diseases of the respiratory system). These first-order predictors are not necessarily causative of SUD, but rather are the most information-rich features for estimating the likelihood of a concurrent SUD diagnosis. These first-order predictors are conditionally dependent in their own right with second-order predictors (highlighted in yellow) including diseases of the nervous systems; diseases of the ear, nose, and throat; diseases of the circulatory system; diseases of the kidney and...
urinary tract; and other health services. The full BBN contains multiple nonlinear relationships representing conditional dependence between variables that predict our outcome of interest. 

**Figure 2**, on the other hand, details a naïve BBN classifier designed to stratify individual enrollee costs based on historical data. The naïve BBN assumes that features associated with a specific dependent outcome of interest are mutually independent. It therefore provides insight into the direct information contribution of individual features. It also supports the development of quantitative contribution reports. This classifier uses available prior information to provide a specific estimate of cost range. Hence, in **Figure 2**, all the features that are connected to the 2006 cost range outcome (2006PaidRange, in the center of the diagram) influence the estimate of prospective enrollee cost. Hence, all features except those excluded from the network (upper left) act as first-order predictors with varying weights according to their respective goodness of fit (strength of association) with the dependent outcome. Knowledge of demographics and claims history can be used to estimate prospective cost.

**Figure 3** details an additional naïve BBN, in this instance focused on general population risk stratification. The objective of this BBN is to use historical claims record data to develop an estimate of individual risk of SUD, based upon the overall prevalence in our three-year study cohort, that can be used to identify risk factors that can be disseminated to clinicians and providers to assist in diagnosis. Similar to the model in **Figure 2**, this model uses historical diagnoses, pharmacy data, enrollee demographic data, and utilization data, but rather than estimating annual cost, it estimates the likelihood of SUD diagnosis within a three-year enrollment period.

For each of the BBNs discussed above, we used our 10 percent holdout set consisting of 18,623 enrollees to validate the models for robustness and statistical quality. For each model, we input the holdout test set and calculated positive and negative predictive values and area under the curve for each model. The tables detail the validation results for both the risk stratification models and the cost/treatment models.

We tested four different risk stratification models, and identified two risk stratification models with strong characteristics as measured by AUC. These models produced AUCs for SUD positive of 0.948 (95 percent confidence interval, 0.944–0.951) and 0.736 (95 percent CI, 0.721–0.752), respectively, and SUD negative of 0.951 (95 percent CI, 0.947–0.954) and 0.738 (95 percent CI, 0.727–0.750), respectively. We also developed a risk stratification model to segment enrollees positive for SUD into a likely SUD category. For further validation, we used our holdout set and our best risk estimation model to assess the sensitivity of detection and predictive value at different probability thresholds. To clarify, because BBNs are probabilistic, the user has the option of deciding what level of probability constitutes a positive or negative prediction. **Table 1** uses our optimal risk stratification model and details sensitivity, specificity, and negative and positive predictive values, as well as estimated cases detected per 100,000 enrollees and number of false positives per true positive as a measure of model robustness.
In addition to evaluating three-year risk stratification, we also assessed the use of the multiyear model to risk score enrollees on a prospective year. To do this, we used our holdout set of enrollees and used 2004–2005 characteristics to risk score enrollees for a diagnosis of SUD in 2006. We then stratified our enrollee population using the probability of SUD and selected ranked cohorts in sets of 50, 100, 250, and 500. One of the challenges in risk stratifying SUD enrollees is that we believe the condition to be pervasively underdiagnosed as a result of social stigma, ethical issues, limited treatment options, and poor reimbursement.\textsuperscript{26, 27} In order to try to address this effect, we calculated sensitivity (rate of detection) and predictive value (accuracy) on both a one-year and two-year diagnosis threshold for each ranked cohort. Our results are summarized in Table 2. Each ranked cohort is listed individually, and we calculated the sensitivity (detection rate) of an SUD claim for each of 2005 and 2006 and 2005/2006 together. It is important to note that these are only claims, and there may be enrollees who are clinically indicated but for whom no claims were filed. We also calculated the positive predictive value, or the probability that an enrollee flagged as a high SUD risk had a claim for SUD in 2005, 2006, or either. We believe that this number is negatively biased due to the underdiagnosis of SUD. The optimum cohort appears to be the top 250 group. In this group, we can successfully identify one out of three enrollees for two-year risk, and 70 percent of our estimates for this group are accurate.

We also used our holdout set to evaluate the predictive power of five different BBNs to estimate the 2006 cost based on prior years (2004 and 2005). Based upon these statistics, the best two predictive models are the Naïve Inclusive Cost Model and the Demographics, Diagnoses, and Cost Model. We elected to use the Naïve Inclusive Cost Model for our insights and rules because of the higher input dimensionality it supports. Table 3 details AUC statistics for each range of expected cost.

Our validation analysis showed that our classifiers are robust and can be used to risk stratify diagnosed enrollees and estimate individual expected costs with a high degree of accuracy. To further support this analysis, we also used our holdout set of 18,623 to estimate 2006 cost using 2004–2005 data while suppressing data from each enrollee’s 2006 claims record. To do this, we applied our prospective cost/utilization estimation model (depicted in Figure 2) to predict next-year cost ranges as described in Table 3. The result is a set of estimates of next-year cost assuming no disease management for SUD. We then compared the estimated cost range to the actual known cost range in 2006. Table 4 details the comparison of cost ranges between the predictions and the actual known costs in 2006. In 64 percent of predicted cases, costs were predicted in the correct range, and in 80 percent of cases, costs were within one range of accuracy.

Discussion

As we move into an era of evidence-based, information-driven personalized care, there is a need for tools and methods that support individualized patient disease management. While there has been interesting early work in these types of approaches for SUD, the results have largely been
disappointing. However, studies have shown that, if properly implemented, proactive targeted intervention and therapy matching can have a favorable impact on patient outcomes and costs. The current paradigm is focused on benefits limitation, broad-based disease management, and carving out behavioral health benefits with success measures focused on total savings rather than individual benefit. Our objective in this study was to develop a novel approach—one where we use sophisticated classification models to identify very specific enrollee subpopulations, some as small as a handful of patients, with very different utilization profiles. These models allow us to develop highly individualized estimates of utilization and the potential benefit of disease management given prior utilization history of those who have been diagnosed with SUD and are thus candidates for disease management. Thus, with validated models we can stratify our disease management efforts and enroll patients into different service levels based upon forward-looking estimates of both utilization and the potential impact that disease management may have on future utilization within the known SUD population.

We can use the models to identify novel insights, extract rules, and develop case studies of how the models would perform when applied to a novel population. Within these populations, we can use enrollee-specific historical information to calculate enrollee-specific estimates of costs over the next 12 months and likely cost savings resulting from successful intervention and disease management, allowing payers and disease managers to develop stratified service levels that are appropriate to the expected risks and benefits of disease management in specific subgroups. As an example, we can estimate the relative risk of recurrent SUD diagnosis in those patients who have been identified through diagnosis using claims history. Table 5 and Table 6 detail the relative risk of a new SUD claim over the next three years based upon inpatient and outpatient diagnoses in the first year of enrollment. These tables use only the primary ICD-9 code from the first claim in 2004, with the first inpatient claim in Table 5 and the first outpatient claim in Table 6, and this data is used to calculate the probability of an SUD diagnosis in the subsequent three years and corresponding relative risk. The first column also details expected prevalence based upon our study population. This type of data can be used to focus enrollment efforts on patients who would benefit most from disease management support.

The ability to estimate utilization and cost further allows us to detail the relative increase in expected annual cost of selected chronic diseases and trauma when an enrollee also has a diagnosis of SUD. Further, we have flagged additional conditions, such as HIV and eye disorders, which have known associations with SUD. Table 7 details the expected annual cost differential, on an annual basis, for enrollees diagnosed with selected chronic conditions both with and without SUD. In addition to looking at selected high-cost chronic diseases, we also detail several conditions where SUD has a surprising cost impact. Several of these relationships have already been identified in the literature in terms of the relationship to cost, utilization, and outcomes in respiratory disease, trauma, and
infectious disease.\textsuperscript{36–38} Note that these estimates include only cost estimation derived from diagnosis and do not include other factors such as historic pharmacy utilization, which further impact expected cost.

We can also combine multiple known factors in the model to produce combined estimates of risk and cost. In Table 8, we use an enrollee’s pharmacy history (central nervous system drugs) and an outpatient diagnosis of diseases of the hepatobiliary system and pancreas to calculate the risk of SUD—in this instance, 31.3 percent, or a 7.8X relative risk.

We can then use the cost models to estimate the expected cost distribution of the enrollee with and without SUD. Table 9 details expected next-year cost distribution without SUD, while Table 10 details the expected next-year cost distribution of an identical case with SUD: the enrollee has a pancreatic disorder and is using some type of CNS drug. Without SUD, the annual cost of this enrollee is expected to be above $10,000 only 43.6 percent of the time. With SUD, the annual cost of this enrollee is expected to exceed $10,000 73.3 percent of the time.

As a further analysis, we used our validated cost model to estimate hypothetical potential savings attributable to disease management. We sought to estimate the reduction in 2006 total enrollee cost if enrollees with SUD were successfully treated at the end of 2005, making the assumption that successful disease management of SUD would change utilization patterns. Accordingly, we suppressed variables that describe utilization in 2004 and 2005 and all variables related to 2006 utilization, and we compared the estimated cost distributions of all 18,623 enrollee cases in our holdout set between those who had SUD and identical matched cases without SUD. Using the analysis above, we calculated an estimated hypothetical 2006 post-treatment cost for each enrollee and calculated an estimated savings against the actual known 2006 cost for each enrollee. We then ranked the entire cohort by SUD risk score and then ranked within each scoring group by estimated savings. We then calculated average per-enrollee savings for each cohort (top 50, 100, 250, and 500) and calculated estimated savings of the following:

- Top 50 enrollees, average savings $23,284 per enrollee
- Top 100 enrollees, average savings $12,317 per enrollee
- Top 250 enrollees, average savings $4,927 per enrollee
- Top 500 enrollees, average savings $2,463 per enrollee

This analysis indicates, for example, that selecting the top 500 enrollees (out of our 18,623-enrollee test set) produces an expected cost reduction benefit of approximately $2,500 in annual savings, excluding the costs of disease management and treatment. Restricting our set to the top 250 cases produces an expected savings of approximately $5,000 per enrollee, and by further restricting our disease management population to the top 100 enrollees, we increase our expected average
reduction to more than $12,000 per patient. Using this approach, we can stratify a disease management population and tune our marginal benefit to maximize both enrollee benefit and financial return in light of the expected costs and success rate of a given disease management program. The actual return is highly dependent on the individual payer and treatment modality, as the cost and success rate of interventions varies greatly, from as much as $30,000 per month at the Betty Ford Clinic to as little $300 per month for outpatient programs or $147 per month for clinic-based methadone treatment.\textsuperscript{39, 40} These cost estimates need to be further adjusted based on expected success and recidivism rates, as these rates can vary significantly.\textsuperscript{41, 42} Accurate, validated stratification tools can allow payers to make significantly more informed decisions about how disease management strategies can be employed in a stratified way to maximize benefit to both enrollee and plan.

One interesting phenomenon in our stratification exercise was that the expected enrollee savings did not necessarily appear to scale with general utilization. Many patients in lower utilization categories appeared to score higher expected savings than patients in higher utilization categories. This led us to examine specific cases in the model to attempt to understand why this phenomenon occurred. For example, for enrollees with cancer necessitating inpatient care, 90.1 percent of SUD-negative enrollees cost more than $10,000 in 2006, while 97.3 percent of SUD-positive enrollees cost more than $10,000 in 2006. In contrast, for enrollees with respiratory disorders necessitating inpatient care in 2006, 78.3 percent of SUD-negative enrollees cost more than $10,000 in 2006, while 90.4 percent of SUD-positive enrollees cost more than $10,000 in 2006. While enrollees with a diagnosis of cancer and SUD have a much higher expected cost than enrollees with a diagnosis of respiratory disorder and SUD ($70,756 vs. $48,876), the impact of SUD status is more pronounced in respiratory patients than in cancer patients. Ruling out SUD moved 12.1 percent of respiratory patients but only 7.3 percent of cancer patients below $10,000 in costs in 2006 and resulted in an overall expected cost differential of $8,363 for respiratory disease as compared to $6,189 for cancer. As we add other factors, such as medication history, we can develop a rich picture of enrollee segments where SUD appears to impact utilization and cost in the context of other chronic diseases. The difference between these enrollee populations is that SUD appears to impact long-term chronic conditions more heavily than short-term acute conditions. A reasonable hypothesis for this difference is that in conditions where patient compliance and effective pharmacy management are critical to disease management, SUD may negatively impact compliance and significantly increase outpatient and inpatient resource utilization.

At this point, the greatest challenge in implementation is not a technical difficulty but rather a policy challenge. In addition to issues of intervention and disease management costs and success rates that produce widely varying returns for different disease management populations, we also need to account for concerns regarding patient privacy, potential stigma, and restricted access to care when potential benefits are stratified. We can address this dilemma to some degree through the
development of enrollment rules that focus on patients post diagnosis, the use of enrollment techniques that allow patients to move between disease management service levels or opt out of the program, and the use of thresholds that severely reduce false positives in identifying those diagnosed with SUD who would best benefit from disease management. For example, we could enroll all enrollees who are diagnosed with SUD and ensure that we reach all potential beneficiaries, but at the cost of providing disease management services to those who are unlikely to benefit, both wasting resources and potentially stigmatizing enrollees who have been diagnosed with SUD but for whom a disease management program may provide little benefit. The ability to use accurate stratification technologies has the potential to significantly improve disease management strategies and reimbursement policies relative to the current “blunt” paradigm of benefits limitation for controlling behavioral health costs.

Conclusion

Using this method, we can develop forward-looking stratified individual estimates of disease risk for each enrollee in our selected population that can be used to identify diagnosed patients at greatest risk of relapse. This estimate takes into effect utilization histories, comorbidities, chronic conditions, demographic data, and pharmacy usage of each enrollee. Importantly, we focused on data that are available currently and do not require complex or expensive collection mechanisms to be developed. Further, within this complex matrix, we can estimate 12-month costs (exclusive of disease management and treatment for SUD) for a given enrollee assuming either SUD relapse or SUD rule-out. This allows us to hypothetically match a given enrollee who has been diagnosed with SUD against an identical, SUD-free enrollee to compare the hypothetical impact of SUD on cost. We can use this methodology to rank all appropriate potential disease management programs by i) total estimated cost and ii) total estimated cost differential attributable to SUD disease management, exclusive of disease management costs. These tools should allow payers and providers to make more informed and thoughtful decisions with respect to the design of stratified disease management programs.

We have been able to successfully model a large, heterogeneous population of commercial enrollees, applying state-of-the-art machine learning technology to develop complex and accurate multivariate models that support near-real-time scoring of novel payer populations based on historic claims and diagnostic models. Our initial validation results indicate that we can stratify enrollees with SUD diagnoses with a high degree of sensitivity and specificity, and the most challenging issue becomes one of policy. Due to the social stigma associated with the disease and ethical issues pertaining to access to care and individual versus societal benefit, a thoughtful dialogue needs to occur about the appropriate way to implement these technologies.

Future work is planned in which we will test these models further by evaluating them against other
data sources and evaluate the social and economic ramifications of this methodology.
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